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The DAZ genes are candidate fertility factors that
lie within the human Y chromosome’s AZFc region,

hose deletion is a common cause of spermatogenic
ailure. The number of DAZ genes has been difficult

to determine, in part because the nucleotide se-
quences of the DAZ genes are nearly identical. Here,
fluorescence in situ hybridization and characteriza-
tion of BAC clones revealed four full-length DAZ
genes on the human Y chromosome. They exist in
two clusters, each comprising an inverted pair of
DAZ genes (3* 4 5*::5* 3 3*). Analysis of genomic
sequences and testicular transcripts suggested that
three or four DAZ genes are translated. Each gene
contains at least seven tandem copies of a previously
described, 2.4-kb repeat unit that encodes 24 amino
acids. In addition, two DAZ genes contain tandem
copies of a 10.8-kb repeat unit that encodes the RNA-
binding domain, which appears to be multimerized
in some DAZ proteins. Combining our present re-
sults with previous studies, we can reconstruct sev-
eral steps in the evolution of the DAZ genes on the Y
chromosome. In the ancestral Y-chromosomal DAZ
gene, amplification of both intragenic repeats began
before the human and cynomolgus (Old World) mon-
key lineages diverged. During subsequent evolution,
an inverted duplication of this modified gene
occurred. Finally, the resulting two-gene cluster
was duplicated, generating the two-cluster/four-
gene arrangement found on modern human Y
chromosomes. © 2000 Academic Press

Sequence data from this article have been deposited with the
EMBL/GenBank Data Libraries under Accession Nos. G63906
(sY581), G63907 (sY586), G63908 (sY587), G63909 (sY579),
G63910 (sY776), AF271087 (pDP1575), AF271088 (pDP1576)
AF248480 (pDP1678), AF248481 (pDP1679), AF248482
(pDP1680), and AF248483 (pDP1681).
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INTRODUCTION

Approximately 2% of men are infertile because they
produce few or no sperm (Hull et al., 1985; Silber,
1989). The most common known molecular cause of
such spermatogenic failure is deletion of the AZFc re-
ion on the long arm of the human Y chromosome (Ma
t al., 1992; Reijo et al., 1995; Vogt et al., 1996). Al-
hough one or more spermatogenesis genes must lie
ithin the AZFc region, the identity of the critical

actor(s) is still uncertain because no point mutations
r internal deletions in candidate genes have been
dentified. Candidate genes within this region include
AZ, BPY2, RBMY, and CDY1 (Reijo et al., 1995; Lahn
nd Page, 1997; Yen, 1998).
The DAZ (Deleted in Azoospermia) genes, which en-

ode putative RNA-binding proteins, are strong AZFc
andidates. The DAZ genes are located exclusively
ithin the AZFc region and are transcribed only in

esticular germ cells (Reijo et al., 1995; Saxena et al.,
996; Menke et al., 1997). In model organisms, genetic

studies have demonstrated that DAZ homologs play
essential roles in germ cell development (Eberhart et
al., 1996; Ruggiu et al., 1997; Houston and King, 2000).
In mice, disruption of the Dazl gene leads to germ cell
loss before birth, rendering both males and females
infertile (Ruggiu et al., 1997). In Drosophila, males
mutant for the DAZ homolog boule are infertile with
germ cell arrest at the G2/M transition into meiosis I
(Eberhart et al., 1996).

The precise number of DAZ genes in the AZFc region
has been difficult to determine. Initially, only one DAZ
gene was thought to exist within the AZFc region
(Reijo et al., 1995). We later reported that DAZ cosmids
derived from a single individual differed slightly in
DNA sequence, providing evidence for at least two
distinct DAZ genes (Saxena et al., 1996). Glaser et al.
(1997) found evidence of multiple DAZ genes on Yq by
fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). By Southern

blotting and long-range restriction mapping, Yen and
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257FOUR DAZ GENES FOUND IN AZFc REGION OF HUMAN Y CHROMOSOME
colleagues obtained evidence of at least three DAZ
genes on the Y chromosome (Yen et al., 1997; Yen,
998). Most recently, using fiber-FISH, Glaser et al.
1998) observed what they interpreted to be seven DAZ
enes or pseudogenes on Yq.
How many of the DAZ genes on the Y chromosome are

unctional? Are some of them pseudogenes? Genes on Y
hromosomes are often subject to degeneration during
volution (Ohno, 1967; Rice, 1994; Charlesworth, 1996).
epetitive gene families on the human Y chromosome
ay include both functional and corrupted gene copies.
or example, RBMY is present in at least 10 copies
hroughout the Y chromosome, but only a few copies
ppear to be transcribed and functional (Elliott et al.,
997). Similarly, the TSPY gene family on the human Y
hromosome consists of a mixture of active and silent
ene copies (Manz et al., 1993). By analogy, one might
nticipate that the Y-linked DAZ genes would include
ome transcriptionally active and some decayed family
embers. Yen and colleagues found a variety of DAZ

ranscripts in single individuals. These findings raise the
ossibility that multiple DAZ genes are expressed, but
he transcripts could also have arisen by alternative
plicing of a single gene (Yen et al., 1997). If only one DAZ
ene was shown to be expressed, then one might search
hat gene for point mutations in men with spermatogenic
ailure to identify a critical role in spermatogenesis. If

ultiple DAZ genes were expressed, it would be less
ikely that spermatogenic failure would be caused by
AZ point mutations.
We sought to build upon previous studies and to

ddress several questions. Exactly how many DAZ
enes with an intact genomic structure are present on
uman Y chromosomes? How many of these genes are
ranscribed and translated? How are the genes ar-
anged, and how do they differ from each other? What
an be inferred about the pathway by which the DAZ
enes evolved on the human Y chromosome?

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cosmids. We used three sequenced DAZ cosmids in these studies.
Cosmid 18E8 (Saxena et al., 1996) has an insert of 42,791 bp, corre-
ponding to nucleotides 670 through 43,460 in the recently sequenced
AC RP11-290O3 (GenBank Accession No. AC010089). As shown in
ig. 1, cosmid 18E8 encompasses the 59 portions of two neighboring

DAZ genes. Cosmid 63C9 (Saxena et al., 1996; GenBank Accession No.
AC000021) contains exons 2 through 11 and thus almost an entire DAZ
gene. Cosmid 46A6 (Saxena et al., 1996; GenBank Accession No.
AC000022) derives from the 39 portion of DAZ; it contains exons 8
through 11 as well as 35 kb downstream of the gene.

Fluorescence in situ hybridization. One or two-color FISH was
performed according to standard procedures (Redeker et al., 1994).
Probes were labeled with biotin or digoxigenin, hybridized to target
DNA, and detected by avidin or anti-digoxigenin antibodies conju-
gated to fluorochromes Cy3 (red) or fluorescein (green).

Extended chromatin fibers from spermatozoa were prepared as
described previously (Haaf and Ward, 1995) with minor modifica-
tions. Sperm were isolated by density centrifugation on a 70% Percoll
gradient, washed twice in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), resus-
pended in a 3:1 mixture of methanol:acetic acid to 107 sperm/ml,

llowed to fix for 1 h at 220°C, and dropped onto glass slides. After
eing blow-dried, slides were incubated in extraction solution
0.125% SDS, 0.2 M NaOH) for 5 min at 30°C. The solution was
emoved, and new extraction solution was pipetted onto one end of
he slide and smeared out using a coverslip. This procedure was
epeated using fixative (3:1 methanol:acetic acid). The slides were
ehydrated and kept at room temperature prior to hybridization.
Extended chromatin fibers from lymphocytes were prepared using

DS/EDTA extraction (Fidlerova et al., 1994).

BACs. DAZ BACs were isolated from human male genomic li-
raries prepared at the California Institute of Technology (Shizuya
t al., 1992). We probed high-density library filters (Research Genet-
cs) using radiolabeled PCR products corresponding to DAZ STSs. A
otal of 16 DAZ BACs were identified. Three BACs (prefixed with
TA) derive from the DNA of one male donor. The remaining 13
ACs (prefixed with CTB) derive from a second, unrelated male
onor. BAC DNA was isolated using alkaline lysis and column chro-
atography (Qiagen) using preheated elution buffer.

Pulsed-field gel electrophoresis. DAZ BACs were sized by pulsed-
eld gel electrophoresis in 1% agarose using a Bio-Rad CHEF DRII
ystem. Electrophoresis was performed for 26 h at 15°C and 179 V
ith ramped switch times of 5 to 20 s. Estimated BAC sizes (includ-

ng vector sequences) were as follows: CTA-50D17, 240 kb; CTA-
32B16, 122 kb; CTA-148I14, 110 kb; CTB-235I11, 165 kb; CTB-
63M7, 130 kb; CTB-293A20, 170 kb; CTB-315F14,140 kb; CTB-
27P21, 130 kb; CTB-352E14, 200 kb; CTB-374C1, 100 kb; CTB-
87E18, 138 kb; CTB-415B11, 160 kb; CTB-482K23, 175 kb; CTB-
92O16, 200 kb; CTB-530K16, 150 kb; and CTB-546E5, 135 kb.
For Southern analysis of DAZ genes, restriction-digested BACs
ere subjected to electrophoresis for 11 h at 14°C and 200 V with

amped switch times of 1 to 6 s. This separated restriction fragments
anging in size from 5 to 75 kb.

Southern blotting. Following agarose gel electrophoresis, restric-
ion-digested BAC and cosmid DNAs were transferred onto Gene-
creen Plus (NEN) membranes and hybridized with radiolabeled
AZ PCR products or plasmid insert (pDP1649; 2.4-kb insert from

he DAZ genomic locus). Probes were labeled with [32P]dCTP by
andom priming. Hybridization was carried out at 65°C in 0.5 M
aPO4 (pH 7.5), 7% SDS. Membranes were subsequently washed at
5°C in 0.13 SSC, 0.1% SDS three times for 20 min each.

Detection of sequence family variants (SFVs) that distinguish be-
ween DAZ genes. PCR amplification was performed in 20-ml vol-
mes of 1.5 mM MgCl2, 5 mM NH4Cl, 10 mM Tris (pH 8.3), 50 mM

KCl, 100 mM dNTPs, with 1 U Taq DNA polymerase and a 1 mM
oncentration of each primer. PCR primers and conditions have been
eposited with GenBank under the following accession numbers:
Y581, G63906; sY586, G63907; sY587, G63908; sY579, G63909; and
Y776, G63910. To detect SFVs at sY581, sY586, and sY587, PCR
roducts were digested with restriction enzymes as listed in Table 1.

cDNA cloning and sequencing. DAZ cDNA clones were identified
y screening a library (HL1161X, Clontech) prepared from testes of
our men; the screening methods were described previously (Reijo et
l., 1995). l phage cDNA clones were converted into pDR plasmids

(pDP1575, pDP1576, pDP1678, pDP1679), or their inserts were PCR
amplified and subcloned into pBluescript plasmids (pDP1680 and
pDP1681, with overlapping inserts together representing a single
isolate from the cDNA library).

Because of lengthy tandem repeats, DAZ cDNA clones were not
menable to nucleotide sequencing by conventional methods. In-
tead, we sequenced from transposon inserts into cDNA subclones
Devine et al., 1997). Briefly, for cDNA clones pDP1575, pDP1678,
DP1679, and pDP1680, a library of recombinant plasmids carrying
ransposon insertions was prepared using a Primer Island Transpo-
ition Kit (PE Applied Biosystems) in vitro. The transposition reac-

tion was terminated by adding freshly prepared stop buffer (0.25 M
EDTA, 1% SDS, 5 mg/ml proteinase K) and incubating at 65°C for 30
min. Excess reagents were removed by precipitating the products
with isopropanol solution (25 ml water, 25 ml of 7.5 M ammonium

acetate, 75 ml isopropanol) and washing with 70% ethanol.
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The resulting plasmid DNAs were electroporated (Gene Pulser;
Bio-Rad) into DH10B Escherichia coli cells (Life Technology) at a
etting of 25 mF, 200 ohm, 2.5 V. Subsequent sample preparation and
NA sequencing were carried out as described (Chen et al., 1996),

employing primers PIP (39-CAGGACATTGGATGCTGAGAATTCG-
59) and PIM (39-CAGGAGCCGTCTATCCTGCTTGC-59) with BigDye
(PE Applied Biosystems) terminator chemistry. Sequence data were
assembled using Phred/Phrap and edited using Consed (http://ww-
w.phrap.org).

RESULTS

Two Clusters, Each Containing an Inverted Pair of
DAZ Genes

Previously, we reported the partial sequence of 59 DAZ
cosmid 18E8, which together with cosmids 63C9 and
46A6 provided the composite sequence of a DAZ tran-
scription unit (Saxena et al., 1996). Further sequencing
and mapping of cosmid 18E8 revealed a nearly perfect
inverted duplication comprising most of the cosmid’s in-
sert (Fig. 1). One arm of the inverted sequence contains
DAZ exons 1 through 7d. The other arm, which extends
to the cosmid’s cloning site, contains a second copy of exon
1 (and part of intron 1) in reverse orientation. A nondu-
plicated segment of 2.1 kb (including a THE element) lies
between the inverted repeats.

This sequencing of cosmid 18E8 suggested that at
least one inverted pair of DAZ genes might exist on the
Y chromosome. We corroborated and extended this
model through FISH analysis. We hybridized DAZ cos-

id probes to human male chromatin in three different
tates of condensation: (1) in interphase fibroblast nu-
lei, (2) in extended chromatin fibers from spermato-
oa, and (3) in fully extended chromatin fibers from
ymphocytes. In all three cases we replicated our find-
ngs using samples from multiple, unrelated men.

Representative results of hybridizing DAZ cosmids
to interphase fibroblast nuclei are shown in Figs. 2A
and 2B. Cosmid 18E8 (59 DAZ) generated two signals

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of inverted duplication in cosmid 18
containing a 1.9-kb THE element and STS marker sY579 is located
sites are shown.
in 75% of the nuclei examined (Fig. 2A). In the remain-
ing nuclei (25%), one signal was observed, likely from
the superimposition of the two signals. By contrast, 39
DAZ cosmid 46A6 (Fig. 2B) produced four signals in
41% of nuclei examined, with the remaining nuclei
exhibiting three signals (28%), two signals (24%), or
one signal (7%). Superimposition of signals may ac-
count for the nuclei exhibiting three or fewer signals.
These findings suggested (1) that there are four DAZ
genes on the Y chromosome and (2) that the 59 ends of
the DAZ genes (two FISH signals) are in closer prox-
imity than their 39 ends (up to four FISH signals),
consistent with head-to-head DAZ gene duplication
(39 4 59::59 3 39).

To achieve higher resolution, we hybridized DAZ cos-
mids to extended chromatin fibers from spermatozoa.
There, two-color FISH with DAZ cosmids 63C9 and 46A6
revealed two large signal clusters (Fig. 2C). Within each
cluster, the 46A6 signal (39 DAZ; green) overlaps the
outer ends of the 63C9 signal (central portion of DAZ;
red), as expected if two head-to-head DAZ genes are
present in each cluster. We repeated these studies on six
other unrelated men, in each case observing the same
pattern of two clusters, with evidence of 394 59::593 39
orientation within each cluster.

To examine the orientation of DAZ genes within a
cluster in detail, we performed two-color FISH on ex-
tended chromatin fibers from lymphocytes of two un-
related men. We consistently observed evidence that
each cluster contained two DAZ genes in head-to-head
orientation (Figs. 2D and 2E). For example, Fig. 2D
shows two separate 46A6 signals (39 DAZ; green) flank-
ing one continuous 18E8 signal (59 DAZ; red). Simi-
larly, Fig. 2E shows 46A6 signals (39 DAZ; red) over-
lapping the outer ends of two long 63C9 signals
(central portion of DAZ; green).

Taken together, our FISH studies suggested that
human Y chromosomes carry two DAZ clusters, each
containing two DAZ genes in 39 4 59::59 3 39 orien-

. DAZ exons are shown at the top. A small nonduplicated segment
ween the arms of the duplication. EagI (E) and MluI (M) restriction
E8
bet
tation.
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259FOUR DAZ GENES FOUND IN AZFc REGION OF HUMAN Y CHROMOSOME
Sequence Family Variants That Distinguish between
DAZ1, DAZ2, DAZ3, and DAZ4

To scrutinize the hypothesis of four DAZ genes in
two clusters, and to compare the genes in detail, we
used DAZ probes to screen human male BAC libraries
providing an estimated four- to fivefold coverage of the
Y chromosome. We identified and characterized 16
DAZ BAC clones. A physical map of the four DAZ genes
ased on studies of these BAC clones is presented in
ig. 3. We will now describe the analyses that enabled
s to construct this physical map.
Our previous studies of DAZ cosmids revealed that

he DAZ genes are .99.9% identical in DNA sequence
Saxena et al., 1996). These previous studies had also
dentified a handful of single nucleotide variants that

ight be useful, we reasoned, in distinguishing among
he DAZ genes. We developed PCR/restriction-diges-
ion assays to type the BACs for these single nucleotide
ariants. Typing of the 16 BACs for three sequence
ariants (sY581/Sau3A, sY586/TaqI, and sY587/DraI)
evealed four distinct DAZ gene signatures—DAZ1,

FIG. 2. FISH analysis of human Y chromosomes using DAZ cosm
Fig. 1) and (B) cosmid 46A6 (39 portion of DAZ) on interphase nu
(containing all but exon 1; red) and 46A6 (green) on extended chrom
or (E) 63C9 (green) and 46A6 (red) in two-color FISH on extended c
AZ2, DAZ3, and DAZ4 (see Table 1 and Fig. 4 for b
etails). Nine of the 16 BACs exhibited a single signa-
ure—DAZ1, DAZ2, DAZ3, or DAZ4—consistent with
ach carrying a single DAZ gene.
The seven other BACs exhibited two signatures

ach—either DAZ1 plus DAZ2 or DAZ3 plus DAZ4. We
ypothesized that each of these seven BACs contained
ortions or all of two DAZ genes in a head-to-head
rientation like that found in cosmid 18E8. Several
ieces of evidence corroborated this interpretation.
ach of the two-signature BACs contained sY579, an
TS located between the 59 ends of the inverted DAZ
enes found in cosmid 18E8 (Fig. 1). Similarly, restric-
ion digestion and pulsed-field gel electrophoresis of
hese seven BACs revealed that each contained an
agI fragment of 20 kb (data not shown), as also seen

n the 59 cosmid 18E8 (Fig. 1). The apparent pairing of
AZ1 with DAZ2 (in BAC CTB-235I11), and of DAZ3
ith DAZ4 (in six independent BAC clones), suggested

he precise composition of the two DAZ clusters visu-
lized by FISH. DAZ1 or DAZ2 was never seen in the
ame BAC clone as DAZ3 or DAZ4, consistent with the
AZ1/2 and DAZ3/4 clusters being too far apart for

probes. (A) Cosmid 18E8 (containing 59 portions of two DAZ genes;
i from human fibroblasts. (C) Two-color FISH with cosmids 63C9

fibers from spermatozoa. (D) Cosmids 18E8 (red) and 46A6 (green)
matin fibers from lymphocytes.
id
cle

atin
hro
oth clusters to be captured within a BAC insert.
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Intact Coding Sequences in DAZ1, DAZ2, DAZ3,
and DAZ4
The single nucleotide variants that we had used to

FIG. 3. Genomic organization of four DAZ genes in two clusters
ndicate the direction of transcription of the DAZ genes; restriction

arrows are sequence family variants (SFVs; Table 1) that distinguish
variable nucleotide position in sY586. The position of STS sY579 is a
with CTA derive from a different male donor than BACs prefixed w
an MluI site is not known; the number shown is our estimate. Th
CTA-132B16) indicate that they contain two more 2.4-kb repeats (tw
distinguish among the DAZ genes were all located in

sY587 (intron 10) 270 DraI 122, 7
introns. Having identified BACs corresponding to each
of the four DAZ genes, we then compared the genes’
coding regions at the nucleotide level. For each of the

inferred from analysis of BAC and cosmid clones. Oversized arrows
s: B, BamHI; P, PmeI; M, MluI; X, XhoI; E, EagI. Shown above the
tween DAZ genes; e.g., “sY586C” indicates that a C is present at the
shown. Below the arrows, DAZ exons are numbered. BACs prefixed
CTB. In DAZ2 BACs, the precise number of 2.4-kb repeats bearing
mall slashes on the DAZ3-containing CTA BACs (CTA-50D17 and
more copies of exon 7) than the DAZ3-containing CTB BACs.
as
site
be

lso
ith
e s
four genes, we sequenced exons 1 through 7a (the 59-
TABLE 1

PCR/Restriction-Digestion Typing of Sequence Family Variants That Distinguish between DAZ Genes

STS marker
PCR product

size (bp)
Restriction

endonuclease

Fragment sizes (bp) after restriction digests

DAZ1 DAZ2 DAZ3 DAZ4

sY581 (intron 3) 252 Sau3A 189, 63 130, 59, 63 130, 59, 63 189, 63
sY586 (intron 6) 301 TaqI 184, 117 301 184, 117 184, 117
3, 49, 26 122, 73, 49, 26 195, 49, 26 195, 49, 26
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261FOUR DAZ GENES FOUND IN AZFc REGION OF HUMAN Y CHROMOSOME
most copy of exon 7; Saxena et al., 1996) and exons 8
through 11, using BACs as sources of sequencing tem-
plates. As judged by this limited genomic sequence
analysis, the coding regions of all four genes appeared
to be intact, with no evidence of frameshift or nonsense
mutations in DAZ1, DAZ2, DAZ3, or DAZ4. Indeed, we
bserved only one coding sequence difference among
he DAZ genes: a silent C-to-T transition in exon 7a in
AZ2.

andem Amplification of a 10.8-kb Unit within DAZ1
and DAZ4

We then compared the four DAZ genes at the struc-
ural level by additional restriction mapping of their
espective BACs. Conventional and pulsed-field South-
rn blotting of BAC DNAs enabled us to identify re-
triction fragments of particular interest. Hybridiza-
ion probes employed in these studies included PCR
roducts and synthetic oligonucleotides corresponding
o specific exons, as well as plasmid subclones of por-
ions of the genes. The resulting maps and inferred

FIG. 4. Sequence family variants in DAZ BAC clones scored b
described in Table 1; positions of SFVs within DAZ genes are shown i
iving rise to each fragment. sY579 maps between the 59 ends of inv

gene(s) present in that BAC clone; †Only a portion of the indicated
rrangements of exons are summarized in Fig. 3,
where, in the interest of clarity, only selected restric-
tion sites are shown.

This restriction mapping/Southern blot analysis of
DAZ BACs yielded several insights. First, the four
DAZ genes differ in size, as revealed most directly by
pulsed-field gels following digestion with PmeI, which
cuts near the 59 and 39 ends of all four genes. The
approximate sizes of the genes are as follows: DAZ1, 65
kb; DAZ2, 70 kb; DAZ3, 50 kb; and DAZ4, 55 kb.

Our analysis of DAZ BACs also revealed that, in the
central portions of all four genes, there are tandem
arrays of a previously identified 2.4-kb unit. Previous
sequencing of DAZ1 cosmid 63C9 (Saxena et al., 1996)
had identified this genomic repeat and revealed that it
contains a 72-bp exon (exon 7) encoding a 24-amino-
acid segment that is tandemly amplified within pre-
dicted DAZ proteins (Reijo et al., 1995; Yen et al.,
1997). As shown in Fig. 5A, hybridization of a 2.4-kb
repeat probe to restriction-digested BAC DNAs re-
vealed a set of large fragments—similar to those seen
in cosmid 63C9—in each of the four genes. These and

CR/restriction-digestion analysis. Assays listed along the left are
ig. 3. Along the right are listed fragment sizes (in bp) and DAZ genes
ed DAZ genes (Fig. 1). Listed at the bottom of each lane is the DAZ
Z gene is present in that BAC.
y P
n F
ert
other Southern blot analyses of DAZ BACs indicated
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262 SAXENA ET AL.
that the 2.4-kb unit is tandemly amplified in all four
genes. As summarized in Fig. 3, all four DAZ genes
appear to contain many copies of exon 7.

Finally, our analysis of DAZ BAC clones revealed a
second tandemly amplified segment within DAZ genes:
a 10.8-kb unit that is triplicated in DAZ1 and dupli-
ated in DAZ4, as summarized in Fig. 5C. Nucleotide
equence analysis of DAZ cosmids previously revealed
nly two MluI restriction sites within a composite DAZ
ranscription unit—one site in intron 1 and another
ite in one copy of exon 7 (Saxena et al., 1996). We

FIG. 5. Tandem repeats of 2.4- and 10.8-kb units in DAZ ge
TaqI-digested DAZ BAC and cosmid DNAs. Along the right are liste
each lane is the DAZ gene(s) present in that BAC or cosmid clone; †
which has eight tandem 2.4-kb repeats interrupted by a LINE elemen
hybridizing fragments. (B) Southern hybridization of a PCR fragme
Schematic diagram of 59 portions of DAZ1 and DAZ2 genes, with, re
open arrow). The 2.4-kb repeats are shown as smaller open arrow
restriction sites (M, MluI; X, XhoI) and positions of STS markers s
repeats) are shown at the bottom.
ybridized a genomic probe encompassing exons 2 and i
to pulsed-field Southern blots of MluI-digested BAC
NAs, expecting to observe one hybridizing fragment
er gene. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 5B, we observed a
ingle hybridizing fragment in BACs containing either
AZ2 (BAC CTB-352E14) or DAZ3 (BAC CTA-
32B16). However, we observed three or two hybridiz-
ng MluI fragments in BACs containing DAZ1 (BACs
TA-148I14 and CTB-327P21) or DAZ4 (BAC CTB-
46E5), respectively. These results suggested that
AZ1 and DAZ4 contained, respectively, three and two

opies of exons 2 and 3. Additional Southern blot stud-

. (A) Southern hybridization of 2.4-kb repeat probe pDP1649 to
he DAZ genes giving rise to each fragment. Listed at the bottom of
y a portion of the indicated DAZ gene is present. Like cosmid 63C9,

axena et al., 1996), all DAZ-containing BACs display multiple large
panning DAZ exons 2 and 3 to MluI-digested DAZ BAC DNAs. (C)
ctively, three tandem copies or one copy of the 10.8-kb repeat (large
ads. Exons and pseudoexons (c) are indicated above the repeats;
52 and sY776 (which detects the junction between tandem 10.8-kb
nes
d t

onl
t (S

nt s
spe
he

Y1
es of BAC DNAs revealed that exons 4–6 are also
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263FOUR DAZ GENES FOUND IN AZFc REGION OF HUMAN Y CHROMOSOME
present three times in DAZ1 and twice in DAZ4 (data
not shown). These findings were corroborated and ex-
tended by nucleotide sequence analysis of DAZ1 BAC
CTA-148I14 (GenBank Accession No. AF164343; D.
Schwartz and colleagues, Madison, pers. comm. Aug.
1999), which revealed a tandem triplication of a
10.8-kb genomic unit encompassing exons 2 through 6.

In 1992, Vollrath et al. (1992) identified sY152, an
STS mapping to deletion interval 6D. This STS was
subsequently shown to be deleted in infertile men with
AZFc/DAZ deletions (Reijo et al., 1995). However,

ent-First et al. (1999) concluded recently (1) that
Y152 is located proximal to both AZFc and the DAZ
ene cluster and (2) that sY152 defines a novel region
which they have referred to as “AZFd”) whose deletion
auses spermatogenic failure. We find, as depicted in
ig. 5C, that sY152 is located within the 10.8-kb re-
eats in the DAZ1 and DAZ4 genes. These findings
onfirm that sY152 is an AZFc/DAZ marker, contra-
icting the conclusions of Kent-First and colleagues.

xpression of Three or Four DAZ Genes in the Testis

As described above, our analysis of DAZ genomic
equences suggested that the coding sequences of all
our DAZ genes were intact. However, genomic se-

quencing alone could not reveal whether each of the
four genes was transcribed in vivo. To examine this
question, we sequenced a variety of DAZ cDNA clones
and sought to assign them to individual DAZ genes.

We first isolated 17 DAZ cDNA clones from a hu-
an testis cDNA library made from RNAs pooled

rom four individuals. We selected the five longest
lones and sequenced them in their entirety. Se-
uencing of DAZ cDNA clones is difficult because of
engthy tandem repeats within the coding regions,

FIG. 6. Predicted human DAZL (autosomal) and DAZ (Y-linked) p
RRM. Smaller arrowheads: 24-amino-acid units labeled according t
rectangle) of the DAZL protein has no similarity to the C-terminal p
nd few if any DAZ cDNA clones had been fully and e
ccurately sequenced in previous studies (see discus-
ion in Yen et al., 1997). To circumvent these diffi-
ulties, we inserted transposons into the cDNA
lones, thereby introducing unique priming sites for
equencing. Three of the five sequenced cDNA clones
ppeared to be full length, containing a complete,
ntact DAZ open reading frame. By comparing cDNA
nd genomic sequences, we were able to assign the
rst of the full-length cDNA clones to DAZ2, the
econd to DAZ3, and the third to DAZ4 or DAZ1.
This nucleotide sequence analysis allowed us to

redict the primary structures of the DAZ proteins,
hich are depicted schematically, together with the
utosomally encoded DAZL protein (Saxena et al.,
996), in Fig. 6. The 24-amino-acid units that are
andemly repeated in DAZ proteins show some vari-
bility in sequence, as recognized previously (Reijo et
l., 1995; Yen et al., 1997). To denote the distinct
orms of the 24-amino-acid repeat (encoded by dis-
inct forms of exon 7), we employ the nomenclature
types “A, B, C, D, E, F, X, Y, Z”) suggested by Yen et
l. (1997) (Fig. 6).
Two features of the first full-length cDNA clone

pDP1678) enabled us to assign it to DAZ2. In this
DNA clone, the 59-most copy of exon 7 (the first 72-
ucleotide repeat) is of type “A”. In the DAZ2 genomic

ocus, the 59-most copy of exon 7 (within a 2.4-kb
enomic repeat) is also type A. We have found no
-type copies of exon 7 anywhere in the DAZ1, DAZ3,
r DAZ4 genomic loci. Second, the DAZ2 cDNA clone
ontained seven tandem “Y”-type copies of exon 7. At
he genomic level, each Y-type 2.4-kb repeat contains a
ingle MluI site. An array of appropriately spaced MluI
ites is found in the DAZ2 genomic locus (Fig. 3). The
AZ2 cDNA sequence reported here is predicted to

eins. Large arrow: 165-amino-acid unit encompassing 82-amino-acid
e nomenclature of Yen et al. (1997). The C-terminal portion (open
ions of the DAZ proteins.
rot
o th
ncode a 559-amino-acid protein with a molecular
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weight of 63K. Two previously reported cDNA clones—
clone pDP1577 described by Reijo et al. (1995) and
lone E3 described by Yen et al. (1997)—also appear to
erive from DAZ2.
We assigned the second full-length cDNA clone

pDP1679) to DAZ3 based on the absence of Y-type
opies of exon 7. At the genomic level, one or more
-type 2.4-kb repeats are present in DAZ1, DAZ2, and
AZ4, but not in DAZ3 (Fig. 3). [Note the absence of
luI sites among the tandemly repeated exon 7s of
AZ3 (Fig. 3).] The DAZ3 cDNA sequence reported

here is predicted to encode a 487-amino-acid protein
with a molecular weight of 55K. Three previously re-
ported cDNA clones—clones E1, E4, and F5 described
by Yen et al. (1997)—also appear to derive from DAZ3.

The third full-length cDNA clone (pDP1680/
pDP1681) most likely derives from DAZ4, but we can-
not exclude the possibility that it derives from DAZ1.
This cDNA clone differs dramatically from the DAZ2
and DAZ3 clones in that it contains a tandem duplica-
tion of a 495-nucleotide (165-amino-acid) unit. This
unit corresponds precisely to exons 2 through 6 and is
predicted to encode an entire RRM (RNA recognition
motif) domain. The tandem duplication of this 495-
nucleotide unit within the cDNA corresponds well to
the tandem duplication of the 10.8-kb unit in the DAZ4
genomic locus (Fig. 3). The putative DAZ4 cDNA se-
quence reported here is predicted to encode a 579-
amino-acid protein with a molecular weight of 65K.

The fourth and fifth cDNA clones sequenced
(pDP1575 and pDP1576) were incomplete at their 59
ends, and they most likely derive from DAZ4 or possi-
bly from DAZ1. Neither cDNA extended sufficiently 59
to include exon 1, but both appeared to derive from
transcripts in which exons 2 through 6 were (at least)
duplicated, consistent with their being derived from
either DAZ1 or DAZ4. Both cDNAs contained nine
copies of exon 7 (BCDEFEXYZ), as also found in puta-
tive DAZ4 cDNA pDP1681, suggesting that these
clones may be derived from DAZ4.

Partial sequence analysis of the remaining 12 DAZ
cDNA clones revealed no additional classes of tran-
scripts. Nonetheless, the existence of polymorphic or
alternatively spliced forms cannot be ruled out.

DISCUSSION

The Number of DAZ Genes on the Y Chromosome

Our FISH analysis and studies of BACs indicate that
the human Y chromosome, at least as found in the
collection of unrelated individuals studied, contains
four DAZ genes arranged in two clusters. How can
hese findings be reconciled with the report of Glaser et

al. (1998) that there are seven DAZ genes or pseudo-
genes in a single cluster? While it is tempting to at-
tribute these divergent conclusions to polymorphism in
DAZ copy number—and such polymorphism may ex-

ist—this is an unlikely explanation for the discrepancy
since both research groups based conclusions on stud-
ies of several unrelated men. Instead, we suggest that
Glaser and colleagues’ data can be reinterpreted in
terms of the two-cluster, four-gene model presented
here.

As in our studies, Glaser et al. (1998) performed
FISH on chromatin in differing states of condensation.
After hybridizing a DAZ cosmid probe to relatively
condensed chromatin (from cells in the G2 phase or
early mitotic prophase), Glaser et al. observed two dis-
tinct DAZ signals (see Fig. 2 in Glaser et al., 1998).
These results are in excellent agreement with our two-
cluster model.

In high-resolution studies on extended chromatin
(from cells in G1 or S phase), Glaser et al. observed
hybridization signals that they interpreted as evidence
of seven DAZ genes or pseudogenes, some very closely
spaced. In these studies, Glaser et al. employed probes
derived from DAZ 59 regions where, as we now report,
some DAZ genes carry a tandem duplication or tripli-
cation of a 10.8-kb segment. We suspect that repeats
within a single gene gave rise to multiple FISH signals
that Glaser et al. interpreted as arising from separate
genes, leading them to postulate the existence of seven
DAZ genes, as opposed to our finding of four genes.

Our two-cluster, four-gene model is in good agree-
ment with physical mapping studies conducted by Yen
et al. (1997; Yen, 1998). Through Southern blot analy-
sis of genomic DNAs, Yen et al. (1997) determined that
most Y chromosomes carry at least three DAZ genes.
We suspect that the fourth DAZ gene was masked, on
Yen’s Southern blots, by high nucleotide identity
among the DAZ genes. More recently, Yen (1998) con-
structed a YAC-based, long-range restriction map on
which she has located three DAZ genes. Yen identified
two DAZ genes as forming an inverted pair, in 39 4
59::59 3 39 orientation, equivalent to one of the two
clusters in our present model. Yen mapped a third DAZ
gene near an uncloned gap in her YAC contig. We
expect that the fourth DAZ gene lies within this gap
and therefore was not found by Yen.

Recently, seven DAZ BACs that originate from a
different male donor were partially sequenced as part
of an ongoing collaboration between our laboratory and
the Washington University Genome Sequencing Cen-
ter (Table 2). The emerging draft sequence appears to
be consistent with the existence of four DAZ genes
arranged as shown in Fig. 3.

Sequence Family Variants

Distinguishing among and unambiguously identify-
ing each of the four DAZ genes were technically chal-
lenging tasks. We recognized eventually that DAZ1,
DAZ2, DAZ3, and DAZ4 possessed different numbers
of intragenic (2.4- and 10.8-kb) tandem repeats, but
these differences were of little practical use in identi-
fying individual DAZ genes, for several reasons. First,

both the 2.4- and the 10.8-kb repeat arrays were far too
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large to allow PCR amplification across them (as one
might do in the case of mini- or microsatellites). Sec-
ond, the DNA sequences of the 10.8-kb repeats appear
to be identical to one another, obstructing efforts to
distinguish among and thereby count the 10.8-kb re-
peats. Third, many of the BAC clones studied con-
tained portions of two different DAZ genes, further
onfounding gel-based analyses. Apart from these tan-
em intragenic amplifications, the DNA sequences of
he four DAZ genes appear to be .99.9% identical
Saxena et al., 1996; and our unpublished results).
onsequently, conventional STS content mapping and

estriction fingerprinting of BACs were of little use in
istinguishing among the four DAZ genes.
In the end, we identified individual DAZ genes pri-
arily based on subtle sequence differences—espe-

ially basepair substitutions (Table 1)—that had been
evealed by extensive genomic sequencing (Saxena et
l., 1996). Since these subtle differences are among
embers of a gene family on a single Y chromosome,

hey are not true polymorphisms (which pertain to
lleles on homologous chromosomes). We suggest the
erm “sequence family variants,” or “SFVs,” to refer to
ubtle variation (for example, single nucleotide varia-
ion or dinucleotide repeat length variation) between
losely related but nonallelic sequences. Based on our
xperience with the DAZ genes, we anticipate that
FVs will play a crucial role in the structural and

unctional analyses of other segments of the human
enome that contain families of closely related se-
uences.

unctionality of the DAZ Genes

Based on our genomic and cDNA sequence analysis,
e conclude that at least three Y-chromosomal DAZ
enes—DAZ2, DAZ3, and DAZ4—are transcribed and
pliced to encode proteins with one or more RRM do-
ains. As judged by genomic DNA sequence analysis,

he remaining Y-chromosomal DAZ gene, DAZ1, is also
ntact, but we have not identified definitively a corre-
ponding cDNA clone. It may prove difficult to identify

TAB

DAZ Genes Present in Seque

DAZ BAC
clone

GenBank
Accession No.

DAZ genes
present

CTA-148I14 AF164343 DAZ1
RP11-290O3 AC010089 DAZ3/4b

RP11-263A15 AC007039 DAZ2/1b

RP11-539D10 AC006338 DAZ4b

RP11-226N11 AC006990 DAZ2
RP11-26D12 AC006982 DAZ3/4
RP11-70G12 AC006983 DAZ2b

RP11-140H23 AC053490 DAZ1/2b

a sY581 does not distinguish between DAZ3 and DAZ4 in the man
ap positions of variant nucleotides assayed by SFV-STSs sY581, s
b Partial DAZ gene.
AZ1 cDNA clones—and specifically to distinguish t
hem from DAZ4 cDNA clones—for several reasons.
he DAZ1 coding region is predicted to be the longest
f the four genes (744 aa); it is difficult to capture the
ntire coding region in a single cDNA clone. This prob-
em is compounded by the likelihood that the 59 portion
f the DAZ1 coding region consists of a perfect tandem
riplication of a 495-nucleotide, RRM-encoding unit
hat is duplicated in DAZ4. Finally, the array of exon 7
epeats that is predicted to occur in DAZ1 transcripts
s very similar to that observed in DAZ4. Thus, our
ailure to identify a DAZ1 cDNA clone should not be

taken as evidence that DAZ1 is a pseudogene. In sum-
mary, at least three and perhaps all four Y-chromo-
somal DAZ genes are translated. Future studies
should explore the degree of functional redundancy
among the DAZ genes and proteins and specifically
whether DAZ proteins with multiple RRMs (as pre-
dicted for DAZ1 and DAZ4) differ functionally from
DAZ proteins with one RRM (as predicted for DAZ2
and DAZ3).

Reconstructing the Evolution of the Human
DAZ Genes

In Fig. 7, we offer a model of DAZ gene evolution that
combines our present findings with previous observa-
tions. We suggested previously that the Y-chromo-
somal DAZ genes arose during primate evolution by (i)
transposing an autosomal gene (DAZL) to the Y chro-
mosome, (ii) amplifying and pruning exons within the
transposed gene, and (iii) amplifying the modified gene
(Saxena et al., 1996). The autosome-to-Y transposition
apparently occurred in an ancestral Old World primate
about 30 to 40 million years ago, after separation from
the New World primate lineage (Seboun et al., 1997).
Our present findings confirm and refine this model.

We now appreciate that, following transposition of
the autosomal gene to the Y chromosome, two different
intragenic segments were tandemly amplified (Table 3
and Fig. 7). The first of these tandem amplifications
involved a 2.4-kb unit encompassing exons 7 and 8
(Saxena et al., 1996). A subsequent tandem amplifica-

2

ed BAC Clones in GenBank

79 sY581a sY586 sY587 sY776

C C T 1
T C C 2
TC T T 1
T C C 1
T T T 2
T C C 1
2 2 T 2
TC TC T 1

m whom the RP11 BAC library was constructed. Refer to Fig. 3 for
6, and sY587.
LE

nc

sY5

2
1
1
2
1
1
2
1

fro
Y58
ion involved a 10.8-kb unit that includes, in addition
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to exons 2 through 6, one complete and one partial copy
of the 2.4-kb unit (Fig. 5C).

The present data also underscore the role of exon
pruning during the evolution of the human DAZ genes.
As recognized previously, most of the 2.4-kb repeats in
human DAZ genes contain a “pseudoexon,” a degener-
ate, vestigial exon that appears to be excised (as a
component of an intron) during processing of DAZ
transcripts (Saxena et al., 1996). We now conclude, as
diagrammed in Fig. 5C, that each of the 10.8-kb re-
peats in human DAZ1 and DAZ4 contains three
pseudoexons. Thus, not only the 2.4-kb repeat arrays
but also the 10.8-kb repeat arrays appear to be riddled
with pseudoexons, at least in humans. In all, the four
DAZ genes on the human Y chromosome studied here

FIG. 7. An evolutionary model to account for four DAZ genes in tw
chromosome, the ancestral DAZ gene underwent amplification of

precise order of events is speculative; other orders cannot be exclud
is represented by the small arrowhead; the 10.8-kb repeat unit is rep
DAZ genes is shown as small black box. The relative orientation of

TABLE 3

Description of Repeats in DAZ Genes

59 repeat

39 repeat

All but
penultimate copy

Penultimate
copy

ize of genomic
unit

10.8 kb 2.4 kb 2.4 kb

xons included 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
c7, c8, c7

7, c8 7, 8

ize of cDNA
unit

495 bp 72 bp 107 bp

umber of
amino acids

165 (including
RRM)

24 351 frameshift
encoded
appear to possess a total of 96 exons and 66 pseudoex-
ons. By contrast, their autosomal progenitor, DAZL, is
a conventionally structured gene with only 11 exons.
Remarkably, the reading frames of the Y-chromosomal
DAZ genes emerged intact from the bouts of intragenic
amplification and exon pruning that evidently occurred
during evolution. The preserved reading frames sug-
gest that selective pressure on the DAZ proteins was
maintained during the evolution of the human DAZ
genes.

Additional evolutionary insights emerge from com-
paring the recently described cDNA sequence of Y-
chromosomal DAZ in Macaca fascicularis, a cynomol-
gus (Old World) monkey (Gromoll et al., 1999), with our
present findings in humans. Like some human DAZ
cDNA clones, the cynomolgus DAZ cDNA features a
tandem duplication of an RRM-encoding segment.
However, while the duplicated segment in the human
cDNAs corresponds to exons 2-3-4-5-6, the duplicated
segment in the cynomolgus cDNA corresponds to exons
2-3-4-5-6-7-8-7 (Gromoll et al., 1999). How do we ac-
count for this interspecies difference? At the genomic
(as opposed to cDNA) level, the 10.8-kb repeat in hu-
man DAZ1 and DAZ4 contains the following sequence
of exons: 2-3-4-5-6-c7-c8-c7 (where c denotes a
pseudoexon; see Fig. 5C). Taken together, these find-
ings suggest that tandem amplification of the 10.8-kb
unit began prior to divergence of the human and cyno-
molgus lineages—a split estimated to have occurred
about 20 million years ago. Further, these results sug-

lusters on the human Y chromosome. Following transposition to the
2.4- and 10.8-kb units and pruning of many exons (see text). The

Exons 1,10, and 11 of each gene are shown. The 2.4-kb repeat unit
ented by the larger open arrow. The THE element between inverted
DAZ1/DAZ2 and DAZ3/DAZ4 clusters is not known.
o c
the

ed.
res
gest that pruning or degeneration of the last three
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exons within the 10.8-kb segment began in the human
lineage following divergence from the cynomolgus lin-
eage. We conclude that, during evolution, intragenic
amplification preceded exon pruning.
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